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Abstract (en)
Method to preserve and package food products, particularly pre-cut meat in slices or pieces or similar products, wherein a pack of a known volume
containing the foodstuff to be packaged is filled with a gassy mixture of a suitably pre-determined composition and then sealed in such a manner
as to define a condition of preservation in a modified atmosphere, the gassy mixture containing at least a gassy substance to inhibit the proliferation
of bacterial flora contained in the foodstuff such as carbon dioxide (CO2) or similar, the inhibiting gassy substance being mixed with azote or
other appropriate gassy substance, the packaging taking place in conditions of constant temperature and defined values of weight and size of the
foodstuff in ratio to the volume of the pack, the percentage content of inhibiting gassy substance in the gassy mixture introduced into the pack being
correlated at least to the color of the meat to be packaged. Device to package food products, particularly pre-cut meat in slices or pieces or similar
products, comprising a line feeding open tray-type containers (12), an assembly to feed a film (13), a vacuum chamber (14) inside which there are
means to deliver a gassy filling mixture, sealing means arranged at outlet of said vacuum chamber (14), the device including means (16) to regulate
the percentage quantity of inhibiting gassy substance in the gassy mixture and means (17) to regulate the delivery time of the mixture according to
the absolute quantity of mixture to be delivered so as to obtain an excess quantity with respect to the free volume of the tray-type container (12), the
means (16, 17) being governed by at least a measurement of the color of the meat (15) to be packaged. <IMAGE>
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